ADMISSIONS OPEN

SPOKEN ENGLISH
CERTIFICATE COURSE
(The Course Starts February 23, 2009)

This course will develop the proficiency and fluency level of learners in the use of English language. It also aims at improving their communication skills at an advanced level, which will facilitate them in becoming good professionals.

KEY FEATURES:
- Emphasis on spoken English
- Communicative exercises within groups and pairs
- Intensive listening practices
- Presentations, speeches, declamations, debate etc.
- Vocabulary building
- Functional English
- Individual attention, feedback/assessment

Eligibility: Minimum Intermediate OR Equivalent

Course Duration: 3 months with 3 contacts per week from 5 to 7 pm.

Course Fee: Rs. 6000/-

Contact: For Registration and Class Schedule:
Chairman Department of Humanities and Management Sciences;
University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore
Phone 042-9029493